
Can You Solve Our Extreme Dot to Dot? 

For our fifth edition, we thought we would give you one last puzzle that might take all of the family to help solve it!!   How hard can a 

dot to dot be you might ask?  Well, we don’t like to make things too easy for you, so we have taken the normal dot to dot and given it 

a special and unique Treasure Trails twist!! 

This puzzle is a puzzle within a puzzle.  Hidden in the numbers are clues to the location of hidden treasure and your task is to find out 

where it is.   

To solve the puzzle, you need to connect the numbers 1 to 195.  Unfortunately for you these numbers are hidden amongst hundreds 

of other numbers in the grid!!  Connect the numbers 1 to 195 with a straight line (don’t worry if you draw through any of the other 

numbers in between).  When you reach a number with an asterisk* beside it, you must stop the line and start it again at the next 

consecutive number,  which will be found somewhere else on the sheet.  You do not need to draw a line from an asterisk number to 

its next consecutive number ie do not draw a line from 084* to 085.  Just start a new line from 85. 

When you have connected the 195 numbers, your lines should reveal clues to the location where we have hidden the fictional 

treasure.  

 

Top Tips: 

When joining the numbers with a line, try to draw the line through the centre digit. 

Use a felt tip pen to create a bolder line.  The pictures will be easier to see. 

Some lines may only be 2 numbers in length. 

Don’t go past 195.  Once you get to this number, the picture clues are complete. 

 




